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Unit:    Autumn 2 - Key Skills 2: Using chords to perform and understanding tonality
Year Group: 9
INTENT: Aims of the Unit IMPLEMENTATION: Knowledge and delivery IMPACT: Assessment

To provide pupils with a deep knowledge of
what a chord is and how it can be altered to
change tonality or to achieve a desired effect in
a composition. Pupils will learn to understand
why a major scale sounds as it does and how to
manipulate it to change the tonality to minor.
To gain some knowledge of more advanced
chords such as 7ths and to understand the
concept of intervals. To understand the concept
of a chord progression.

1. What is a chord?
2. Songs with 4 chords
3. Chords for piano/guitar
4. Primary triads
5. Introducing minor chords
6. Basic intervals (without tonality)
7. Constructing minor chords by flattening

the 3rd
8. Altering melodies to sound major/minor
9. Using chord progressions including

major and minor chords to build a
performance

● What knowledge are you assessing?
● Which elements of fluency of knowledge are

you assessing?

Regular low stakes starters identifying notes,
constructing primary triads, altering chords
between major/minor, identifying intervals
(non-specific)

Performance activities demonstrating increasing
skill and knowledge of keyboard and guitar (and
bass)

Ensemble performance skill development (whole
class) - Boulevard of Broken Dreams

Accessing grade 1 theory papers/exercises - to enter
grade 1 theory if appropriate

Enabling Learning
What prior knowledge is essential to be
successful in this unit?

Pupils will build upon the previous unit using
their knowledge of pitch notation to access
more advanced theory applications. Knowledge
of sharps and flats is vital to understanding
tonality

Key Vocabulary Wider Learning
Tier 2: High frequency / Multiple meaning

notes
duration

Tier 3: Subject related.

chord
triad

SMSC / RWCM / CEIAG



timing
perform
compose
notation
interval
extended

primary triad
2nd, 3rd, 4th, 5th, 6th, 7th

octave
flatten

sharpen

Ensemble skill requires pupils to communicate
and work well with their peers - developing
band skills

Pupils will become increasingly proficient in
reading musical scores


